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Proving is inherently interactive
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Some solutions to making graphical interactive 
theorem provers.

Server protocol
- Go to definition
- ‘Lightbulbs’
- Completions
- Type 

information
- Infoview

But I want to these in the infoview!
- Filtering goals
- “no goals” → “goals accomplished”
- Type information
- Try this, ……...

- Type info
- Try this
- ….



The Lean Infoview is a web browser!

And Lean is full-fledged programming language!



A new solution: turn Lean in to a full-blown UI 
framework.

meta def goals_accomplished_message {α} : html α :=

h "div" [cn "f5"] ["goals accomplished 🎉"]

Lean widgets



Main use: tactic states in the new Infoview



Add a ‘go to definition’ button in widgets.

https://github.com/leanprover-community/mathlib/pull/3982



Community widgets
Sudoku Solver by Markus Himmel; Rubik’s Cube by Kendall Frey



Community widgets
Mathematica Bridge by Robert Y. Lewis and Minchao Wu



Demo!



Looking to the future

- Concurrency
- Better support for ‘dropping 

in’ widgets.
- How to support 3rd party 

Javascript libraries (D3, 
MathJax, ... )? 

- Fancy Lean 4 parsing for 
inline HTML

🍀



Thanks!

Gabriel Ebner, Bryan Gen-ge Chen for helping with PRs and 
collaborating with the VScode extension.

Also thanks to Daniel Fabien for discovering the CSS to get 
linebreaking to look nice.

The mathlib community in general for just being really constructive 
and solution oriented.

Angela Li for letting me use her tower of Hanoi widget in the demo.
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